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Ariston velis evo wifi manual

Velis Evo Wi-Fi is part of Ariston's Velis Evo storage electric kettle series. It has compact kettlekompakt loads and ultra-thin twin tank design for warmer water condition. The wall-mounted electric storage kettle is suitable for indoor and light commercial water heating environments thanks to a dual 3kW power supply. Available in capacities of 45 and 80 litres, Velis Evo Wi-Fi has
optional smartphone control to save up to 25% more energy with the Aqua Ariston Net App. All models in the series benefit from titanium-ed twin tank technology, which only reduces 27 cm depth and reduces stratization and provides up to 16% more hot water**. * Heating elements are never at the same time; Maximum power draw 3kW at a time ** compared to other electric
storage kettles.                   Choose another language German Polish English 719976 Do you have a question about this product? Post to your question here in this forum. Libble takes abuse of its services very seriously. We are determined to deal with such abuses according to the laws in your country. When you submit a report, we will investigate it and take appropriate action.
We'll only get back to you if we need additional details or if they have more information to share. Product: Ariston Velis Evo Wi-Fi To obtain meaningful questions, follow these rules: First, read the guide; Check if your question has been asked before; Try to ask your question as clearly as possible; Did you try to solve the problem? Please mention this; Let him/her know on this
forum after your problem has been resolved by a visitor; Do not use this form to answer a question or answer, click the 'answer this question' button; Your question will be published here and emailed to our subscribers. Therefore, avoid filling out your personal information. Would you like to receive an email when new answers and questions are published? Please enter your email
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